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ECOmmunity Factory

Malgorzata Mader
# Quick reminder - ECOnmunity factory process

existing building → group formation → common structure design → individual needs
# Quick reminder - building

- roof terraces
- individual communication
- housing units
- new wooden structure
- existing steel structure
- existing space
# Current situation

Exemplary building

New path

My PhD research
Only in Poland there are over 400 post-industrial bundles.

It is estimated that there are more than 3,000 in Europe.

Over 6,000 potential buildings for ECOmmunity Factory.
# research direction

1. MAP
   knowledge system

2. USE
   in reality

context  people  architecture

Hembrug area (the Netherlands) as a field to experiment
# map-knowledge system
# Use in reality – Hembrug terrain
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